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КШФ0Р1ШЯ СШБТРИЯ И ВОЛНОВЫЕ ФУНКЦИИ

ТГ-МЕЗОНА НБВЩЩИХ ТВИСТОВ

В.К.Браун, И.Е.филянов

А н н о т а ц и я

Изучаются условия, накладываемые конформной симметрией
и уравнениями движения на общую структуру волновых функций
лиона твиста 3 и твиста 4. Построено систематическое раз-
ложение волновых функций по конформному спину, поправки
первого порядка к асимптотическим формулам найдены методом
правил сумм КХД. В частности, получек мультипликативно пе-
ренормируемый вклад в двухчастичную волновую функцию твис-
та 4, не разлагающийся Б конечный набор полиномов Гегсн-
бауера.

A b s t r a c t

The reetrictioroare studied for the general fltructure of

plor. wave functions of twist 3 and twist 4 impoead by the

conforir.al symmetry and the equations cf motion. A systematic

expansion of wave functions in the conformal spin ie built

and the first order correctioiis to asymptotic formulae are

calculated by the OCD sura rule method. In particular,

we have found a multiplicatively renormalieable contribution

into the two-Fax tide wave function of twist 4 which

oannrvt be expanded in n finite set of Gegenbau«sr p lynonialfl

О ЛИЯФ, 1959



1. INTRODUCTION

In recent у ear a an increaaing attention its being paid to

the study cf higher twist effects in both the exclusive and

the inclusive processes, see eq. /1/. One of main ingredient*

of the analysis are hadron wave functions (WFs) of nonleading

twlet, which contain an important pieoe of information on

the hadron structure. Some particular examples of WFs of

twist 3 and 4 have repeatedly been studied for the pion in

ocanection with the problem of possible corrections to the

pion form factor. However, systematic analysis still is absent.

In тозг of the

papers the diecuesion is restricted by the asymptotic WFs

corresponding to large momentum transfers.

In thifc paper we study the structure of pion WFa of twiat

3 and twist 4 beyond the asymptotic regime using aa the

guiding principle their properties under conformal transforma-

tions en the light-cone. As it is well known /8,9/ the

decomposition of the pion WP of the leading twist in

contributions of conforraal operatorn allows one to diagonal]ze

the mixing matrix in one loop» For the WFs of higher twists.

the conformal invariance is no more sufficient to find out

the rancrmcovarlant combinations, but still eliminates a

considerable amount of mixing which is boing due to

operators containing total derivativea. The conforma]

expansions of two-particle IVPs of nonleading twist arc

no^'.rivial and do not reduce to rjai\f3 expansions over the

basis of orthogonal polynomials.

She second important element of our approach are the

equations of motion which imply exact relations between

different WFa. Generally, the *F with a greater number

of particles determines at the same time the corrections to

WFs with a smaller number of particles coming from где

operators with higher conforraal spin. Owing to this proptrty

the account for the contributions to exclusive amplitudes of

the four-particle KFo of twiat 4- is not legitimate unless
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the two-pavtiole WFo are known to euoh an acoursoy (which

la not available presently). The Importance of Incorporating

the equations of motion Into the analysis of higher twist WTB

baa been stressed in ref< /6/.

The paper is organized oe follows. The sect. 2 is mainly

introductory. We recall there properties of the eoBinoar

сил formal group and Introduce necessary notations. We

introduce hadron asymptotic WFs, by definition, as the

contributions with the loweat conformal spin and derive an

explicit expression for asymptotic V/Ps In the general case»

Starting from r«£. /10/ the asymptotic Wfs usually are.
determined by studying the correlation functions of suitable
local operators with derivatives to the leading order of the
perturbation theory. The results that have earlier been
obtained 1л thift way /6/ ore consistent with our general

formula. However the method of rsf. /<0/ is Misleading in

so far as the corrections to asymptotic formulae are

concerned and its application needs much care (many of the

expressions given in the literature are incorrect, see

discussion in /6/). The WFa of twist 3 are considered in

aoct. 3. We find the corrections to corresponding two-

-particle WFa making use of the results of ref. /4/ and

discuss their properties under the conformal transformationson

light-cone. Sect. 4 in devoted to the WFs of twist 4. Two

-particlo and throe-particle WFs are studied in detail. First

corrections to the asymptotic ft'Fs are calculated by the QCD

sum rule method. We find the multiplioatively renormalliable

contribution into the two-particle WP of twist 4 which .

cennot be expanded 1» any finite set of Cegenbauer poly-

nomials. Sect. 5 contains a summery and several concluding

remarks. Some details on the calculations by the sum rule

technique axe given in Appendix.



2. COLLINSAR CONfORMAL GROUP AND ASYMPTOTIC WPa

The connection of the multiplicative renoraallsabllity of

the operatora at the one-loop level with their oonformal

properties baa been studied In refa. /7,11-НЛ These

results allow one to construct the expansion of hadron WPa

In the representations of the coliaear subgroup of the

oonfomal transformations on the light-conn, simplifying

crucially the renormellibation group analysis. Our presentation

ia close to /11,14/*

The algebra of the conformal group contains the generators

D of dilatations and Км of special conformal transformation*

in addition to Poineare generators ?«,M
/A
j. The commutation

relatione read

[ ] - -2i<fî D + M^) .[n.M

(plus usual Poincerfi algebra). ГЬеза generators act on the

field т (x) with an arbitrary spin and caronical

1 as

wb«r«> <l-/vi* io the generator of spin

In this paper we need only the action of the conformal

generators (2) on the fields x (ux) varying on the light-

•con x
2
" 0* Let us irtroduce notations for the projections

on the light-lite vectors x
2
» 0, q

2
» 0? /. • J^X^, J,« fyi

and ao on. Then the coaponests i..D.M*. and K, only act

nontrlvlally on th« fields ^ (ux), forniag the algebra ct

the no-called colinear ccnformal'subgroup S0(2,-1-)~ SU(1,1)"=i

a SLo(R) which generate» projectiva transformations on
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the line (see, e.g., /11,14/i. In order to bring thi* algebra
into a standard form we consider the following linear
oomblnatlone

J+ - J, • iJ 2 - }./{? P., J3 • 1/{2*CD • M,,) ( 4 )

Then the commutation relations read

\ 2 ] О . (5)

It la convenient not to use the language of local operator*

but rather have in mind the string operator expansion technique

ot rota. /14/ with the basic fields Y(ux). O^(ux) having

fixed projections of -the Loreatz epln on to the line x^

л
 (6)

o?inor field У(их) containe two components with the

projections a » tf/2, The relevant projection operator*

are JT. aod /*. Indeed, Z*.ft.Y
 s
 ̂ . ^ Л * * ^ . У ,

2 , . Y , Y а-^)(*У . further, it is eaay to check

that H
k
fi.x. " •iO.j.. -£»• G«i. " -iQ»i. 2!,».G*. •2i».Qi.i. • 0.

The action of generators (4) on the fields ф (tut) varying

on the light-cone and eat icily ing the constraint (6) reduces

to the differential operator*

(7)
[J.

Irreducible гергааэп tat ions of the соШйеаг subgroup SO<2,1)

enn be classified according to eigenvalues of the Caeiair

operator J
2
. The field ф(ux) (8) satisfies

[ Л ф («)] - iii-D̂ Cux) (8)

with i - 1/2 (l+*)> We shall refer to this value ae to ihe

conform*! epin of the field Ф (ux).



Sine* the algebra baa reduoed to differential operators, wo

can proceed from (jusntum fields Ф to th6 space of functions

of one real variable. Having in mind the consequent

application to the WFe, we carry out the Pourier transformation

How let uo consider the complete eet of functions

1 . IA.

A» it is easy to see, the action of the generators (7) in

this space yields

(11)

Ihua J acts ae the step up and J_ аа the step down operator

for in* third projection of the conformal spin z-y
 я
 -»• Tbe

lowest state with -J
3
« j ia annihilated by J_ 1л full

onulogy w'th the group of totr.tioae SC(3)>

T.We action of conforinal generatoi-s on polylocal operators

^vn
i
,x)...

<
Pj

t
(Uj

c
y) corresponds to the summation of the spins

of each field similar to the summation of angular momentь for

S0(3). The яхрьпвХоп in the irreducible re?reaentatior.3 with

a Iix*>$ value of the total spin reduces to finding corraepond-

iag Clebsch-Gordan ccefficients

U-. • • • -t'Oj.'n • I

The teak seerou to be rather complicated but become» almost

trivial if one reminds that £0(2,1} is tha Lorents group
in 2-4-1 dimensions. Thus we deal In fact with an unusual
representation for the relativistic particle moving in aome
internal apace. The confonaal spin j serves as the maua,
nhlle -iy ie the energy, -jj>"j. Obviously,' the lowest
possible value for the invariant mass cf a system of к particle



a
•quale to the aum of masses aud the state of the lowest energy

la nondegenerate, corresponding to all the particles being at

rest. Respectively, the lowest possible value of the total

con formal spin J In (12) equals to the sum J • J ̂  +.,.
 +
Jlc

and the state with the lowest possible value of the third

projection n • -jj •• i la given by the product of the states

(10) with the mtnlirum values n^ • -J^M) • iti)' Since

r
)

{ ^ ^ operator J
+
 « ZH J+ rale In»? the

third projection ('energy') gives extra factors of

Рог a higher summary spin the Clebsch-Qordan ooeffloients

roduce to products of the binomial coefficients /11/. In

particular, for the bilocal operator oae has

(H)

where YY\ ч у are the Jacoby polynomiele /16/. Analogous-

ly, for three particles the Appoll's polynomials /16/ cone

1лto the game. Finally, we mention an Important property of

homogeneity

Thanka to (15). the Irreducible representations |j,a^ of

the. collinear conforraal group on the space of functions ot К

variables induce the irreducible representations on the

functions defined on the simplex о(,+ -..-Ы
к
 • 1. The latter

can be identified with the wave functions

where ^ D ^ •^4U
>
...4ol

lt
o
>
(^ol-

(
,-l) . We define the

asymptotic tfF as the representation with the lowest conforaal



spin* Under the condition ^ ^ 4 • 1 we obtain Immediately

from CO)

Irreducible representations with a higher opin are obtained by

the multiplication of (17) oy some polynomial of the dimension

$ - ZZ Ji • It can be showvi that the polynomials corresponding

to different j are mutually orthogonal with the weight

function (17) and form the complete set of functions on the

simplex Ы,+...*°1к "
 1 #

Going over to the interacting fields wo insert the gauge

factors [UK.VXJ « P exp[ig ̂ d<A x«A^(<ix)j in between the

field operators in (17) that is equivalent to going over to

taa -«variant derivatives In the language ox* local operators.

ГЬгл aae can assert /7/ that the contributions into the Hf

corresponding to different couformal spins do not mix widei'
Y
'"normalization to tha one-loop accuracy. Since in th« \QH<1 inn

twist all the representations are noudegenerats, we obtain tike

expansion of the Wi* of leading twist 2 in the complete set of

iuftcciona with multiplicebirely rtnormsilizabio coeffictents.

C-oiTig over to higher twists thia property generally is lo«L.

How the irreducible representations with sufficiently high apin*

arc degenerate end nothing prevents from mixing between them.

Thus the total mixing matrix is not diagonalizeu but only get*

separated into smaller pieces. Respectively, the anomalous

dimensions are no more ordered strictly with the spin (see

below). One can expect, however, that the general trend for

raising of anomalous dimensions with the conformal spin still

is preserved* Then the contributions with t«e lowest spin

«ill indeed survive at large Q , thus Justifying our abo/e

definition as the asymptotic WFs.

In this paper we shall examine the constraints on the

structure of the corrections to the asymptotic WFa of twist- 3
and twiet 4 following from the conformal Invarinnce.
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3. PIOW WAVE FUNCTIONS OF TWIST 3

In this section wo shell build up the selfconaistent eystee

of WPa or twist 3 which obey the equations of motion. First

of all, let us consider the three-particle W? /4/

'""

The expansion of the nonlocal operator in the left hand side

ot (18) in local сonformal operators with opine j u 5/2,

7/2,... corresponds to the expansion of vD
JTr
 in the series

in Jacoby polynomials

(19)

V
й
»*

The auymptotic WP vp
iff
 = ̂ftOoljdlj^j has been

obtained in /4/ by the calculation of the correlation function

of corresponding local operators with derivatives. It is

easy to soo that this result is in an agreement with the

general formula (17). Indoed, in this case the relevant spin

component is dT<S'.
1
&.

J
.M corresponding to the maximum

poaaible projection of the spins of all fields on>to the line

Хм • Several lowest moments of vp
iir
 have been calculated

ir /4/ by the sum rule method

f
 м г
 ^ 0.0035 OeV

2

3/7 • 3/28 i^>
1(0
 - 0.06 - 0.22

D
1>0
 • 1/210 u i

2 0
 • 0.16 - 0.26

%
,

t
 - 0.12 - 0.19

and the model has been proposed for Ф
ъ
^ ^ *

 l o w
 normalisa-

tion point) corre

• 10.5» ^,,1 • 0.

tion point) corresponding to the choice <-C>.
0
- -2.83,
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In what follows we use these values for orientation,

although, as it is seen from (20), their accuracy does not

exceed the factor of two.

The anomalous dimensions of interest have been submitted

to us by A.P.Bukhvostov ( L * °t
s
(j4)/oU(pi) ) •

(21)

Mw
1 (22)

The mixing matrix of f ^ u D t ^ and f ^ o S ^ has the
form

The eigenvalues (anomalous dimenaiona) equal

\> .. 2 5 9 &Э

It is worth noting that the splitting of the anomalous

dimensions induced by mixing of the two different operators

with ,j к 9/2 ia large, na that the чт.».л1ог one, Jf_, turns

out to be less than the anomalous dim.msioE of the operator

with $ •* 7/2, sae fig* 1. Therefore, while anomalous

dimensions are ordered with the spin for loading twist, this

is not so aimple for higher twists *'. Nevertheless, for

asymptotically large J —-*eo the lowest anomalous dimension

(1л the spectrum of operators with the same j) probably is

increasing *J In $ /14/ and it ensures the convergence of the

series in the Appell'a polynomials (at least, for a surfici-

ently high normalization point). Let ue define the two-particle

^ An example is known /17/. when the anomalous dimanaion ct a
certain correction turns out to be led? than of the 'asymptotic
4S'.
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WFe of twist 3 aa

It is well known (see, e.g., /6/} that the equations of motion

impose exact relations between three WFo J)p ̂  J)
o
- and vD,- •

Let us obtain the corresponding constraints and find the WPe
1
Рр,фб" to the accuracy of (19)• A oonvenient technique

has been suggested in /H/. we start with the operator

identities

d ( - x ) ) j
B
- M ( x ) = y | j f ]

°
 5

 (27)

.^

where Эт, stands for the derivative with respect to translation,

for instance

^ (29)

u x ^

The operator relations (27),(28) eandwiched in between the
vacuum and the one-pion state yield the system of two
differential equations connecting WPs 4>t> >Фе, 4^1T * 0oijaS
a v r t the o t saver to the moments
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we obtain the system of recurrence relations for

К - $«> * ^

Ал equivalent set of equationa IIPS ,beea obtalried b? Ooreky /6/.
Using WP $iVi in the ?orm (19) wo find the aolation ( ̂ »2u-1

At the f i rs t «sitflrt ';heee formulae look rnthc-r etratige from the
Vlew'-polxit of the expansion 1л i;l;a conforraai Epiji., '"he
leading contributions ( l . c , asymptotic "Л'Рз) \1)„(и)»1 &ad

s|)^(u) » 6u(1-u) correspond to the operators with j • 1/2
and f'-clacid* with the results of other authors /2-4,6/,. '.?he
corrsctlona with j • 5/2 and j « Э/2 (to general, ne i t ia
•aey to show, a l l contributions with 3 • 2k • 1/2, к * 0,1,2,.J
ex* Qageabauer polynomials CJ'^S^^'(2u-1) la Q r̂earaent to
/6/« However the correotiona with 3*7/2 ( ^ u i ;

a l l contributions with j « 2k+3/2, k-«0,1,2,...) ere
In a different way* They come up in form of ро1уяот1а1з of
different power» for spj, and vl)e ^ c j i i/2 e n d Cj-3/2 '
r»«pectiyely).
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The expansions <33)i (34) have been obtained ae the

consequence of equations of motion. Now we are la a position

to demonstrate that precisely this structure ia required by

the properties of vDp , 4>«/ under conformal trans formation*.

To thlo end consid*»*
1
 the components with fixed projections

(•1/2 or -1/2) of spins of the quarks onto the line x^

(35)

We can apply to the WFs J>^ and vD^ the theory

developed in the previous section* The asymptotio WFs equal

^ - 2<1-u), ч|>££ - 2u. Contributions with the
conformal spin J have the form of Jacoby polynomials

j 1 / (2u~1J a»*1 pj-1/2 <2u"1>« respectively.

the other hand, obviously

M - f ,M' ifu M") •
Substituting (33)» (34) we readily get the regular expansion
in the Jaooby polynomials

"(37)

In deriving (37) the following relations are useful

Thus the structure of the corrections to esynptotlc two-partial*
WPe of twist 3 la governed by the oonformal ayoMtry and has
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' the form (33),(34),(37). All the terms in (37) do net mix
with each other (tc the оле-loop accuracy ).Tht only
possible Is the mixing with some other operators of the same
oonformal spin, which do not contribute e x p l i c i t l y to this
expansion, see {.?>)> The expansions (33).(34) are more
complicated. Here the coefficient function in front of each
Cegenbauer polynomials Cn, n»2k contains contributions of
the operators with two neighbouring сonformal spins: J • n - 1/2
for Фу and J » n + 1 •• 1/2 for чр0- . All the coefficients
are uniquely determined by the corresponding contributiono to
the three-particle WJP vuiir (18) via the equations of motion.
The choice of sl)iTr in the form (19) /4/ gives r ise to
the WFs 4V(ub -^сЫ) shown in f igs. 2, 3, As one can eee,
the corrections are most important at the end points of the
Interval U €L [o t1j where they amount a factor of two. (For
comparison, the asymptotic WFs are ahewn by dashed curves).

4, I'lON WAVE FUMCTI0N3 OF TWIST 4

Lei us define the three-particle WFs of twist 4 by the
following relations

xfi-KV щ^%м^'^ (39>f

The nonlocal operators in the left hand side of (39).(40)

contain the contributions of twist 3 as well as twist four

but the matrix elements of twist 3 operators equal zero.

Although the contributions of twist 4 can be extracted

explicitely in the operator form /14/. the expressions (39),

(40) are more convenient for the.practical use. Note that

our definition» of the WFa differ from the ones (suggested is /6/
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We shall search for the Wfs (39),(40) in form of the

expansion in contributions of the сonformal operator* with the

spin i m 3,4,... To begin with, consider the WP X x G O /лл\

Separating the two contributions to (41) with different

projections of spin of the quarks

о
we obtain

( 4 2 )

(The G-parity implies that the coefficients in the both

formulae in (42) are equal). The asymptotic WPe are given

Ъу (17), the corrections to them being in form of the

corresponding Appell'e polynomials. The сonformal symmetry

implies then that to the one-loop accuracy the coefficient*

b and с only can get mixed with each other but not wltb a«

Expanding (42) in powers of х„ we get the system of

algebraical equations for a,b,c orproaeed via the matrix

elements of the local operator*•

(43)

(44)

The matrix element (43) la well known. Indeed, the anti-

•ymaotrlc combination of / matrices contritutee la thie case

and the operator reduces to the standard form /16/
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V " frj^V* « ^ У Ю • *к8\ • 6*» 0.2 0*V? (45)
а • (qx)et et 1/35

1
 (46)

for the operator* with an extra derivative (44) the answer is

expressed via the spin-2 contributions in the tensors of rank

four

"" " ~
 r

' " »....

(47)

Talcing the tracea we get the expressions for A,B,C through the

matrix elements of the following' local operators of twist 4

stands for the symmetrization operator in reapect to tk ,

In fact, only one from the three numbers ^ь/^.Я) turns out

to be independent. The first relation follows from the equation

of motion d(Gy6'
3
j

>
7v^6'

5
^

ilA
)jjsU3O . wheraHTrom it is

easy to o
1
 tain the operator Identity

(50)

or, going over to the matrix element*

A one more relation reflect* that certain combination of

the operators Ч± equals the total divergency of the leading

twist 2 (spin-3)operator whose matrix element between the

vacuum and the one-pion state is proportional to sfL and

vanishes In the chiral limit. The direct calculation yield*
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24
 V 1 ( 5 2 )

and, therefore,

Я, - 1/9 "• O(«J> (53)

W« have ••tlmated the only unknown constant by the euro rule

method, eee Appendix

l>» 0.24 * 0.05. (54)

ТПив, we obtain

b - (чх)вз e^ (-2£ )
£. - 21/8 (4/9 - a3)-=i0.5 - 0.1 (55)

с • 0.

The final expreesiona for the WPe In this approximation read

(56)

The valud* of the constants S
1
, £. used above correspond to

the normal izotion poiiat 1 GeV . Aa one can ьее the

correctione to the asymptotic WFe are rather large. By

construction, 6 and 6 & are renorn&lized multiplicatively

at the one-loop level

(58)
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The anomalous dimension (58) has been calculated by

A.P.Bukhvostov. Vote that tht calculated corrections to the

asymptotic WPe decrease with the increase of ц
х
 and, thue,

die off in the aaymptotics.

One can introduce the two-particle Ufa of twiat 4 by the

relation

«here f(u) is the WF of the leading twist* (It is understood

that all loga of x
2
 are included in WPs). We are going to

obtain explicit expressions for gfigg sing the throo-partlcle

WPs (56), Though it would be more consistent to exclude the

corresponding contributions at the stage of the operator

expansion (see /14/ ), using the formula (50) «an turn out

to be more simple technically. Therefore, this calculation Is

ot a certain practical interest.

The necessary relations can be derived la several ways,

sea, e.g., /6/. The Most elegant triok is probably to use the

formulae

^ J C x ^ j S ^ v x J ^ u C x )
( 6 0 )

Taking the Matrix elements, using (39),(59) and going over to

the WFa g
1
(u),g

2
(u) defined In the interval ue.[o,i] we

get immediately C*»«l-*»-«O

(ал,- >
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Using (56) we obtain to this accuracy

аи(и-и) (63)

)
(64)

Both these results require commenta. The WF g 2 corresponds
to the component with the projections of the spins of both
the quarke on the line x ^ equal to -1/2. Then, decomposition
of g 2 (" ) " d/du'ggC^) i n irreducible representations of
the conformal group goes over the Legendre polynomials

о > l
However, aa i t i s easy to s e e , C e « 0 and the leading
contribution ia given by the operators with the сonformal spin
i*l, i . e . i t must be equal bgp'(u) • ^ g ^ ^ 2 1 1 " 1 ^ " %^^"^a^
in agreement with (63). The corrections to (6}) correspond
to contributions wllh j - 5 , 7 , . . . , «hich are beyond our
accuracy, The corrections to the three-particle VFa
originating from J«4 term» in (61) cancel each othor.

The eipunsion (64) for gj(u) i s wore complicated^ i t
!• known /19/ that construction of two-quark coiiformal
operators of the twiBt 4 in the fr«e theory ia only p---aditilo
at a price uf golzig over to the f ields oi с11тегиз1ол 1 di'^erertt
from the ccutonical one. The limit 1 —• 3/2,geno:aillj; ^pc^king,
does not exist.This means that corresponding operators
ia the Interacting theory do not reduce to polynomials la the
covariant derivatives ( i . e . they are oonlocal). Therefor*,
the logarithm» in (64) actually are not a surprise. It i s
worth emphasizing that the corresponding contribution <%>£.£ i s
renoraallzed multiplicatively» The naive expansion in the set
of the polynomials С п ' ' 2(2и-1) /5,6/ i s not adequate to the
problem.
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In spite of lte frightening view the formula (64) results

in a smooth WP differing not significantly from the asymptotic

one, see fig.4* The aeymptotlos at u —*0» u —*• 1 does not

change. The eeoond moment equals <(2u-1)2> • 1/7 + 2£/35.

In conclusion we give the set of the operator identities
which are necessary for building the next order corrections to
WPs (39)Л40) and the analysis of the four-particle WPa /C/.

We obtain (cf. (60))

<
65
>

plus an analogous pair of relations with the replacement of

G
#
.(vx)/,/e by IG.AYX)}, . Thus the nonlocal operators

d*G.,V,U do not bring in independent WPs in addition to

four-particle ones. A straightforward extension of (50) is

^
 ( 6 6 )

the derivatives V. reduce to the differentiation in respect

to the position of the quark on the light-cone: У.Т(иХ)=4-У(их)

The extention of (51) to higher moments is more laborous.

Let us define the aonlocal operator of leading twist 2 as

- traces]
Then, as it can be shown.
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0(x
2
)

(68)

1 -
U(X) + 2U^b^Vd(^Gr

iS
H№U^)^U^

5
yvc|(-^6^(vx)' (69)

4
The operator relations (65),(66),(60),(69) give rise to the

relations between three- and four-particle WFa (sou also /6/).

Thus the four WPs (35),(40), generally speaking, are not

independent. The mixing with the four-particle WPs takea place

starting from the conformal spin j « 5.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have considered the two-particle and three-particle pion

W?e of twist 3 and twist 4« The'asymptotic WI'Q
1
 йе2Шъ*

its irreducible representations with the lowest confornwl о pin

coincide with the results of / 6 / obtained by an indirect

method/10/. The firat corrections to the udyraptotic thxaa-

-particle WPa are calculated by the aum rule method in tha

form required by the сonformal invariance. Further, we

restore the corresponding contributions into the two-particle

WFs using the equations of motion. They turn out to be rather

nontrivial and do not reduce, generally, to some set of

orthogonal polynomials. In particular, a multiplicativaly

renormaliKable contribution into the WF of twist 4 g^(u) (65)

haa been found,which caanot be expanded in a .finite sat of

Gegenbauer polynomiula.

The analyela can eueily Ьь generalized taking into account

the four-particle WPa. The main difficulty in this case ia
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in the absence of reliable estiraateo of matrix elements«that in

due to known property of operators of twist 4 containing two

gluonsi they do not allow decoupling of the VBV <g
2
G

2
> , In

our opinion, for analysis of exclusive processes one can

neglect these contributions in first approximation. Note that

owing to the equations of motion the account for the four-

-particle WFs requires simultaneous calculation of the next

corrections (j * 5 ) to both the two- and the three-particle

WFs.

Main unsolved problem, important for the construction of

WFs of nonleading twist is that splitting of anomalous

dimensions Induced by the mixing of operators with the earne

conformal spin can break, generally, the ordering of analogous

dimensions which is typical for operators of the leading

twist. It la most important to know th« aeymptotico of the

spectrum at j —••oo. It is worth having in mind that the

logarithmic growth /j ro In i of anomalous dimensions for the

WFs of the leading twist gives important argument in favour

of the asymptotica Фтг*
и
) ̂

 u
^ ~

u
)
 a t u

 ~-*° end u ~•• 1

and, in due turn, to the adequacy of the regime of small

dibtances for the analysis of the pion formfactors /8,9/.

A similar growth of anomalous dimensions probably holds for

the operators of twist 3 (see /14/) but the general proof is

backing.The existence of operators of-twist 4 having finite

anomalous limsnslons at j-+ <*» could hove serious consequences*

The authors are grateful to I.I.Balitsky and A.S.Goreky

for. useful discussions. Special thanks are duo to

A.F.Sukhvostov for the possibility to use his calculation*

of the anomalous dimensions prior publication*

A p p e n d i x

Numerical estimates of the reduced matrix elenents (49)

can be obtained by the standard QCD sum rule technique /2/.

To this end we consider correlation functions of the

operators (48) with the axial current. Equating the expansion

in the QCD at large negative q (for the Lorente structure with
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maximum number of momenta) to the contribution o£ IT , A.~
-meeona and the continuum we gtt after the Borel transforma-
tion the following sum rules*

(A.4)

(The aura rule for £ Is taken from /18/). The extracted
values о/ Д> muet satisfy the relations (51)Л53) that

allows one to estimate the accuracy of the results. '

To eliminate the contribution of A
1
 твпол it la convenient

to multiply (A.O-U.4) by M
2
e

m
* '

M
* and differentiate in

to M • Then the following sum rules <irice

U.5)

^,B^,C^ atand for the coefficients In front of the

corresponding powers of M
2
.

We consider the ratios of (A.5) and the similar sum rule

for $ whiohis equal to the matrix «laments \ of interest.

The dependence of the extracted values on the Borel parameter is

shown In fig.5, (The standard If SB set of VBVs and the value

S
o
. 1.5 GeV

2
 are used). At the point If

2
» л| • 1.6 GeV

2
 we

obtain

Я, - 0.081 (0.111)

.Яг- -0.25Э (A.6)

Ai- 0.243.



ТЬ« exact value of ' A, following froet (53) ie given In

perentheela* We obtain alao

V V ^ i -0.577. <A.7)

This number «hould be confronted with tbt exact value

2/3 • 0.667 (51). In both the oaeee the error ie of the order

of 20* that ie typioal for the mm rale method*
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Fig.1. The •peotrum of anomalous dlmeneions of the
operatorn of twiet 3.
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1 U.

Fig.2. The wave funotion (33).
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1 U.

The nave function sp«(u) (34).



0.5 a

Fig.4» The wave function g.,(u) (64).
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Fig.5. Stability of the sum rules for matrix elements of

the operatore with j»4 and twist 4 (48).
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